THE NEXT STEP IN INNOVATION

Enhanced with Resin8™

™

FAQ

What is Resin8™?
Resin8™ is a proprietary enhanced resin formula
exclusive to American Bath Group. Its properties are
significantly improved over previous resins used in the
bathware industry.
How is Resin8™ different from previous resins?
Resin8™ is an enhanced resin formula. Based
on independent testing, Resin8™ shows a 29%
improvement in tensile strength, 63% improvement in
flexural strength, and 62% improvement in elongation.
This means a product that is stronger, more flexible, and
more resilient to impacts.
What will be the availability of Resin8™?
All American Bath Group AcrylX™ products will be
enhanced with Resin8™.
Will I experience a longer lead-time on my orders
because of Resin8™?
No. Lead times and availability of products will remain
the same.
What is the warranty on Resin8™ enhanced
products?
Products enhanced with Resin8™ will continue with
existing warranty terms, including our unprecedented
Lifetime Warranty on AcrylX™ products.
How do I know if a product is enhanced with
Resin8™?
All Resin8™ products are easily identified with a new
dark charcoal color backing.
Will the packaging be the same as it is today?
Yes, but there may be changes to promotional aspects
of the packaging.

What is the Fire Rating?
Resin8™ enhanced products have passed all
code-required fire-rating tests.
Does Resin8™ meet IAPMO, NAHB, etc.
requirements?
Yes, it meets all regulatory codes that our current
products meet.
Is there any significance to the 8?
Resin8™ was the eighth resin formula tested over
several years of research.
How is Resin8™ used in the manufacturing process?
The manufacturing process is patent pending and
proprietary.
When will Resin8™ enhanced products be available?
All American Bath Group brands will be transitioned to
Resin8™ by early Q1 2019.
Can Resin8™ enhanced products be repaired?
Absolutely. It is easily repaired and restored to original
factory condition.
How do I order Resin8™ products?
All American Bath Group AcrylX™ products will be
transitioning to Resin8™ enhanced resin. You will not
need to place a Resin8™ specific order.
How can I get more information on Resin8™?
For more information, training tools and updates on
Resin8™, please visit americanbathgroup.com/ABGU
Literature and web content will be updated to reflect this
new enhancement as needed.

Will Resin8™ enhanced products cost more?
No. All American Bath Group AcrylX™ products will be
enhanced with Resin8™ at no additional cost.
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